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SUMMARY

A silicon compiler is a tooI that generates a layout of a chip
from a high level system description, provided by the user. There
are silicon compilers which are specially designed for Digital
Signal Processes. One of the problems of Digital Signal
processing is the temporary data or signal storage in a memory.
The addressgenerator and the memory (you need to store the
signaIs) can be implemented with various techniques. But the
problem is that the hardware of the designs of all these
techniques are too expensive. So I designed a new tooI which
generates a hardware based at another optimization technique. The
design has a cheaper hardware implementation than the other
techniques.
The name of the tooI is RVRUN (Roberto Vugts RUN). This program
is written in the C programming language.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

A Silicon compiler is a tooI that generates a layout of a chip
from a high-level system description, which is a functional
description provided by the user.
This compiler has to implement algorithms on DSP's such as Fast
Fourier Transforms and digital filtering. Characteristic for DSP
is that the algorithms must be performed in real-time. When
executing an DSP algorithm it is mostly necessary to store data
or signals in a memory which must be read some time later.
The biggest problem of storing this data is that the memory or
the addresses generator hardware is too large. So the final
hardware design will be too large and also too expensive to
fabricate. A possible solution for this problem is handled in
this report.

The Design Automation section of the Eindhoven University of
Technology has developed a silicon compiler for digital systems.
A silicon compiler is divided into three main parts:
- a High Level Synthesis part:
- a Logic Synthesis part;
- a Layout Synthesis part.

An overview of the silicon compiler is given in figure 1.

Behavioral description

stateI High Level Synthesis l~------------~: Logic Synthesisl
machine

Data path
description

I Layout Synthesis

Layout

Figure 1: a silicon compiler overview.

gate network

I

The high level synthesis part translates a given behavioral
description of a digital system into a data path description and
a state machine. The logic synthesis part translated the state
machine of the high level synthesis part into a network of gates.
The layout synthesis part generates a layout which satisfies the
given behavioral description.
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2. THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM.

2.1 INTRODUCTION.

The problem of Digital Signal Processes are the signals that are
generated in another clockcycle than the one they are used. To
solve this problem the digital signals or variables, must be
stored in a memory in the time between these two clockcycles.
To store these variables you need an addressgenerator and a
memory block. As an example of an addressgenerator you can use: -

a counter;
- an address tabIe;
- a data table with differences.

2.2.1 THE COUNTER.

The most easy way to make an addressgenerator is to use a
counter. This can only be used when the addresses in the memory
are successive. As a counter you can choose an up- or
downcounter • The counter has to count modulo BUF, the total
amount of memory locations. The architecture is shown in figure
2. It contains a decrementer, a block with switch logic, a
register and a buffer.

enable > SWITCH
BUF > BLOCK > REGISTER > BUFFER

->h> <

reset address
<

carry

MEMORY <

figure 2: the counter.

The switch block handles the following situations:
- reset or carry-out: a hard reset to start counting;
- enable: load decrement value of the register, or count.

2.2.2 THE ADDRESS TABLE.

When the addresses are not successive, we can store all absolute
addresses in a tabIe. The table can be implemented with a ROM.
The address table consists of a table and a counter to access the
table entries. The output of the table is then the address of the
memory location. The address table is in figure 3.
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startpbint--->~------~
enable > SWITCH

~
> BLOCK

'---------'---'---<Jreset -> + < ----,,--, .

> I REGISTER Y> L....-B_U_F_F_E_R----J

address
table

<

<

MEMORY <----- BUFFER 1 <

address
memory

Figure 3: the address table.

2.2.3 THE DATA TABLE WITH DIFFERENCES.

It is also possible to generate addresses by storing a sequence
of differences in a table and generate the current address by
adding a difference to the previous address. The architecture is
in figure 4.

-dsta~w:::~I< I:
< BLOCK <-------i +

______<J ~~~~~_-~~~_.....J_<J

----->1 MEMORY I

REGISTER

>1 BUFFER

address

startpoint--->~----~

enable > SWITCH 1 T
~> BLOCK <J> REGISTER >

reset -> l.j <1 __
~-------,

Figure 4: the data table with differences.

Startpoint is a signal which determines the address of the first
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table entry.
2.3 AN ADDRESSGENERATOR MADE WITH A FSM.

The problem of the addressgenerator shown in figures 2, 3 and 4
is that the final hardware costs of the addressgenerator and
memory are too high. In the final design are two possibilities:
- a large memory and a simple addressgenerator;
- a large addressgenerator and a simple memory.

In both situations the final hardware costs are too high. So I
decided to store the signals or values as shown in figure 5.

<--write data

I--->read data
MEMORY

>

>
WRITE

FSM 1--'

READ
FSM ,..--:

->

->

-
BINARY

COUNTER

Figure 5: an addressgenerator with a FSM.

A Finite state Machine (FSM) is a sequential circuit whose output
not only depends on its present inputs, but also on the history
of inputs.

The design works as followed: the counter generates codes as it
counts up. These codes are used as outputs for the FSM. The
output of the FSM is used as the address location in the memory.
To make it possible to read and write in the memory at the same
time, the design contains a write and a read FSM
addressgenerator. Both FSMrs can use the counter as conditional
inputs.
To release this idea I had to design my own software program to
determine the counter and the write and read FSM.

2.4 THE PROGRAM.

The software program I designed to determine the counter and the
FSMrs has to do the following steps:
- determine the signals from the input;
- determine the lifetime of the storage values;
- register allocation;
- register merging;
- addressing of the memory;
- state encoding.

The output of the program must have such a syntax, that it can
be used as an input of the software which already exists on the
TUE
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3. THE PROGRAM INPUT.

The program which has to solve the problem: optimization of
memory modules for O.S.P. hardware should have an input with an
as simple as possible program input syntax. So that it is easy
to understand.

3.1 THE SYNTAX OF THE PROGRAM INPUT.

The program input contains parameters and information of the
variables of the Oigital Signal process. There are two parameters
which can be adjusted to the wish of the program user.
The parameters are

- T_REG_IN_FILE;
- MAXCYCLE.

T_REG_IN_FILE is the maximum amount of registers in a register
file, this maximum determines the total amount of register files
in the final hardware design. This also determines the total
amount of address generators. Because every file needs a read and
write addressing generator.

Maxcycle is the last clockcycle in which a variabIe is stored in
the memory. Maxcycle is also the last clockcycle in which the
addressgenerator has to generate an address of the memory.

All the values of a digital signal process who are generated in
one clock cycle and used in another clockcycle must be saved in
a memory. So the input of the program must contain :
- asYmbolie variabIe name;
- the clockcycle in which the variabIe is generated;
- the clockcycle in which the variabIe is used.

The amount of variabIe I scan be enormous so the first problem was
to define the characteristics of the variabIe name. I choose the
following characteristics :

the length of the variabIe name is unlimited;
- the variabIe name may contain : letters, numbers and signs;
- the variabIe name must be "one" word;
- the variabIe name must always begin with a letter or sign

but never a number;

The maximum length is indicated as maxstr. Maxstr is defined in
the file with the name Oef.h • In this file the value of maxstr
can be changed by the user of the program in any value without
limitation. The name of the variabIe must be "one" word but can
be anything.
As an example :
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- Al;
- A_2;
- Hello33
etc. ;

The input of the program must be copied in the file with the name
: "INPUT_F. Because in the program the file with name INPUT_F is
defined as the input. The input syntax of all the variables are
the same. The syntax is as followed:

NAME1
NAME2

x
z

Y
P

NAME1 is the value name and must always be in front of the values
X end Y. The values indicate :
- X is the clockcycle in which the variabIe with now NAME1 is

generated;
- Y is the clockcycle in which the variabIe with name NAME1 is

used. X and Y must always be integers. And X must be smaller
than Y.

3.2 A PROGRAM INPUT EXAMPLE.

An example of a program input is in figure 6.

5
A 0 0 21
A 1 1 22
A 2 2 23
A 3 3 24
A 4 4 25
A 5 5 26
A 6 6 27
C 5 21 28
C 6 22 29
C 7 23 30
D 0 24 25
D 1 25 26
D 2 26 27
D 3 27 28
D 4 28 29
D 5 29 30
D 6 30 31

Figure 6: the program input.

This input consists of seventeen values which must be stored in
a memory module which must be as minimal as possible.
The value 5 is the hardware parameter and means that the user of
the program wishes to use the values in memory blocks, with 5
storage places or 5 registers each. In this input you can see the
cycles of the values. As an example: the value with the name A_6
has a writecycle 6 and a readcycle 27.

6



3.3 THE PROGRAM INPUT SOFTWARE.

The input of the program which is in the file with the name
ti input_f 11 is determinate by the function with the name :

This function opens the file 11 input_f ti and reads the parameters
and the names of the values their clockcycles.
The function works as followed :
After the file is opened, the function starts searching for
numbers, the parameters of the program. After the first number
is found, which is the total amount of registers in a
registerfile ( T_reg_in_file ), the function starts searching for
the names of the variables with their clockcycles.
This works in the following way:
The function starts searching for letters, which indicates the
beginning of a variabIe name. When a letter is found, this is
copied in a string with length maxstr. Then the function looks
for the next letter. If the next one is a number instead of a
letter, the number is converted to acharaeter and also copied
in the string. This continues until a space is found because this
indicates the end of the variabIe name.

The name of the variabIe is now determined so the function starts
to determine the clockcycles expressed as numbers. When the
function finds a number, this indicates the clockcycle in which
the variabIe is generated. This value is copied to write. Then
the next number is determined and copied to read.

Now all the information of the variabIe is found so this
information is saved in a linked list. The function repeats this
until the information of all the variables of the input file ti

input_f ti are determined and savede

7



4. THE MEMORY LIST.

To save a unlimited amount of variables, I used a linked list
with the name: "MATRIX EL". This list consists of every variabIe
important information:-

- el_name (maxstr.)
- el_value
- address
- read el
- write el
- reg_fIle

- code number
- memory_loc

: the name of the variablei
: the value of the variabIe "0" or "l"i

his relative register number;
his read clockcyclei
his write clockcyclei
the number of the register file which
contains the variablei
the code of the address as a numberi
the absolute register number.

This list is generated by the function:

"MAKE EL LIST"

with this function it is possible to make a list with a unlimited
length. The pointer mat_el-ptr points to the beginning of this
list. with this pointer it is possible to walk along the list and
to write or read the information.

The most important information is the name of the variabIe and
the clockcycles which are determined from the input "input_f".
So when this informat ion is known, it is copied in the list with
the function:

This function also makes all the not known information equal to
zero.

8



5. THE STORAGE VALUES LIFETIME INTERVAL.

5.1 THE LIFETIME INTERVAL.

The first step of minimizing the total amount of registers is to
determine the lifetime interval of the storage values.

Definition 1 [ DATA FLOW GRAPH ]
Let G= (V,E) be a DATA FLOW GRAPH. S is the set of cycle steps
needed to schedule the DFG G= (V,E). Let Vs be a set of storage
values of the DFG, Vc element of V.

For each storage value v element of Vs the following functions
are defined:

Definition 2 [W]
The function W: Vs->S determines for each storage value the cycle
step in which it is written.

Definition 3 [R]
The function R: Vs->S determines for each storage value the cycle
step in which it is read.

Definition 4 [ LIFETIME INTERVAL ]
The lifetime interval of a storage value v element of Vs is the
interval [W (v), R (V) ], This is the interval between the write
cycle step and the read cycle step. In this interval the storage
value is life.

As an example: if the value A is written in a cycle step 2 and
read in cycle step 10. Then the lifetime interval of value A will
be: A:[W,R]=[2,10].

5.2 THE LIFETIME INTERVAL SOFTWARE.

The problem is to determine the lifetime interval A:[W,R] of all
the variables or storage values of the input. These values and
their information is stored in the linked list matrix el. The
function which determines the lifetime interval is: -

MAKE LIFE TIME INTERVAL ();- - -
This function determines of every storage value his write and
read cycle step. The names of the values and their intervals are
determined from the list matrix el and saved in the file with the
name:

9



5.3 THE LIFETIME INTERVAL DIAGRAM.

An example of the lifetime interval of the storage values
determined by the function make_l i fe_time_interva1 () is in figure
7.

STORAGE VALUE

D 6
D 5
D 4
D 3
D 2
D 1
D 0
C 7
C 6
C-5
A 6
A 5
A 4
A 3
A 2
A 1
A 0

figure 7: 1 t interval example.

LIFE TIME INTERVAL

[30,31]
[29,30]
[28,29]
[27,28]
[26,27]
[25,26]
[24,25]
[23,30]
[22,29]
[21,28]
[ 6,27]
[ 5,26]
[ 4,25]
[ 3,24]
[ 2,23]
[ 1,22]
[ 0,21]

So the storage value A_3 is written in cycle step 3 and read in
cycle step 24, so the interval is A 3:[3,24] which you can see
in the file L TINTERVAL. -
Now the life time intervals of all values are known, so it is
possible to determine the total amount of registers to save all
the storage values.

10



6. REGISTER ALLOCATION.

6.1 INTRODUCTION.

Values which have a different write and read cycle step must be
stored in the time between these two cycles in a register. So if
we want to minimize the total amount of registers in the memory,
we have to solve the following problems;

- how many registers do we need to save all the valuesi
- which values with different lifetimes can be stored in the same
register.

6.2 THE LIFETIME DIAGRAM OF THE STORAGE VALUES.

The first step is to determine the lifetime diagram of the
values.

Definition 5: [LIFETIME DIAGRAM]
The lifetime diagram of all the storage values is a diagram which
determines the storage value versus the cyclesteps.

An example of a lifetime diagram is figure 8.

LIFETIME DIAGRAM
VAR CYCLE

0123456789012345678901234567890123456789

D6 ~

D5 ~

D4 ~

D3 ~

D2 ~

Dl ~

DO ~

C7 W------R
C 6 W------R
C 5 W------R
A 6 W------------------R
A 5 W------------------R
A 4 W------------------R
A 3 W------------------R
A 2 W------------------R
A 1 W------------------R
A 0 W------------------R

Total memory places are: 17.

Figure 8: the lifetime diagram.
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In this diagram the letter "W" is the write clockcycle and the
letter "R" is the read clockcycle, and the letter "X" means the
write and read clockcycle is the same. This "X" is an extra
option because normally a value which is write and read in the
same clockcycle, don't have to be stored in a memory. In figure
8 you can see that as an example value C_7 has a writecycle 23
and readcycle 30. The lifetime diagram also tells how many
registers you need to store all the values. So in this example
you need 17 registers to store all the values.

6.3 REGISTER MINIMIZING.

To minimize the total amount of registers, I used a register
allocation graph. To solve the problem I used the following
definitions:

Definition 6 [COMPLETE GRAPH]
An undirected graph is "complete" if and only if every pair of
distinct nodes is adjacent, i.e. connected by an edge.

Definition 7 [CLIQUE]
Let Ga=(V,Ea) be an undirected graph. A "clique" is a set of
connected nodes of V induced a complete subgraph.

Definition 8 [MAXIMAL CLIQUE]
Let Ga=(V,Ea) be an undirected graph. A clique S is element of
V is "maximal " if there is no clique of G which properly contains
S.

Definition 9 [CLIQUE COVER]
Let Ga=(V,Ea) be an undirected graph. A clique cover of size K
is a partition of nodes V=A1vA2v ••• VAK, such that each Ai
(l<=i<=K) is a clique, and Al /\ A2 /\ ••• /\ Ak=empty.

Definition 10 [REGISTER ALLOCATION GRAPH]
Let Ga=(V,Ea) be an undirected graph with V the set of storage
values. There will be an edge E between two values if they don't
have overlapped lifetime intervals.

The graph G van be seen as an interval graph, because there are
only edges between the nodes or storage values if they have
different lifetime intervals. The maximum clique cover for this
graph is the number of registers we need to store the values,
because all values of a clique can be stored in the same
register. The clique covering for an interval graph can be
determined with a left edge algorithm.

12



6.3.1. THE LEFT EDGE ALGORITHM.

The best way to minimize the total amount of cliques, which is
the minimal amount of registers, is to use the left edge
algorithm which works as followed.

Algorithm 1: the left edge algorithm.

Void

{
make a list of all the storage values;
the first register location is zero;
while (there are still unplaced variables on the list)

(
while(list)

(
check if there is a value with an as low as
possible write cyclestep in the list, which has
a different lifetime interval than the values
already placed in the register location.
if(true)

{
then place the value in the register
location

}
else

{
try another value of the list;

}
check if there are still unplaced variabIe;
if(true) then increment the register location
number;

}
}

}

This function m1n1m1ze the total registers by taking a register
and tries to place as many as possible storage values with an as
low as possible write cyclestep and not overlapping life time
intervals in it.

This algorithm is performed by the function:

divide_var_in_reg()

This function divides all storage values in cliques by using the
function fill_register. The function fill_register takes a
storage value from the list and determines his lifetime
intervallength, with the function interval_Iength. If this
interval isn't already used by a value of the clique then it can
be placed in this clique. This repeats until all values are
assigned to a clique.

13



Because all values of one clique can be stored in one register,
the used registers are minimized. The solution of this algorithm,
the minimal amount of registers is placed in a memory diagram.

6.3.2. THE MEMORY DIAGRAM OF THE REGISTERS.

The memory diagram of the registers is a diagram which determines
the registers and their storage values versus the clockcycles.
The memory diagram of the registers is determined by the
function:

make_memory_diagram()

This function determines of all registers of the memory his:
- register number;
- the write and read clockcycles of all

values in a register;
- the names of the values in the registers.

This function also determines the minimized amount of registers.
The diagram is determined and placed in the file with the name
"mem_diag" .

As an example of a memory diagram see figure 9.

MEMORY

Register

reg:O
reg:1
reg:2
reg:3
reg:4
reg:5
reg:6

DIAGRAM

Cycles
012345678901234567890123456789012
W--------------------X------XXXRW--------------------X------RW--------------------X------RW--------------------XXXXRW--------------------RW--------------------RW--------------------R

Total registers are: 7
The variabIe in the registers are:
reg:O A_O C_5 D 4 D_5 D 6
reg:1 A_1 C_6
reg: 2 A_2 C_7
reg:3 A_3 D 0 D 1 D 2 D 3
reg:4 A_4
reg:5 A_5
reg:6 A_6

Figure 9: the memory diagram.
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In this example you can see that because of their different
lifetime intervals, the values A 0 and D 6 can be stored in the
same register. The total amountof registers you need to store
the values is 7 so after the first minimization step we need 17
7= 10 registers less.

15



7 REGISTER MERGING.

7.1 INTRODUCTION.

After the storage values have been assigned to the registers the
next minimization step is to assign the registers to register
files. This is called register merging. The object of register
merging is to minimize the interconnections in the final hardware
design, and to simplify the addressgenerators.

7.2 THE REGISTER FILES MINIMIZATION ALGORITHM.

Definition 11 [REGISTER FILES]
A register file is a set of registers from which only one
register can be read and only one register can be written each
clock cycle.

From definition 11 we can see that we can assign every group of
registers to a register file, if all the storage values of the
registers have different read and write cycle moments.
To determine the register assignment to the files, I made use of
the following graph.

Definition 12 [REGISTER FILES GRAPH]
Let Grfg = (Rr,Cr) be a register files graph which represents
what registers can be merged into the same register file. with
Rr a set of nodes which represents the register to be merged in
the files. Cr is a set of edges between the nodes. There is an
edge (cicj) between node Ri and Rj, if there are no values in
register Ri and Rj which have the same read or write cycle step
moment.

Definition 13 [RFG WEIGHT]
Let Grfg= (Rr,Cr) be a register file graph weight, and Ri,Rj are
elements of R, then the weight of the RFG is:

Weight (Ri,Rj)= Nij

Nij is the amount of edges between nodes or registers Ri and Rj.

The best way to solve this register merging problem, is to make
use of the maximal weight clique covering algorithm. All
registers, and their storage values, which have different read
and write moments will be assigned to the same clique. The
registers of one clique can be stored in a single register file,
because all storage values of the registers have different write
and read moments.
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Algorithm 2: a maximum weight clique cover algorithm.

Void maximal weight clique cover ()
{

determine the weights for all edges of the register graph
file;
while (there are still edges)

{
take the edge U,V with the highest weight and
combine node U and V into a new node and remove
edge U,V. The nodes connected to U and Vare
connected to the new node and the weight for this
edge is updated. The nodes U and V and all
incident edges are removed.

}
} /** a maximum weight **/

This algorithm determines a maximum amount of cliques which is
the minimum amount of registerfiles ,we need to store all the
values. This function determines a minimum amount of
registerfiles but it is not sure that the solution is also the
optimum solution.

7.3 THE SOFTWARE OF THE ALGORITHM.

The registers are assigned to registerfiles by the function:

This function works as the maximal weight clique cover algorithm,
and works as followed:

Void fill_register_file ()
{

reg_t=t_register;
fill_reg_array (reg_1) /** The write and read cycles of all

values of reg_1 are determined **/
n=dif_w_r_moments(reg_1,t_reg) /** this is true if register

reg_1 has different write
and read clockcycles than

the registers of registerfile t_reg **/
if (true)

{
assign_reg_to_file () /** assign the register to

registerfile t_reg **/
}

else
{
Try another register file;

}
}

This function determines the as m1n1mum as possible amount of
register files we need to store all the values.
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7.4 THE REGISTER FILES DIAGRAM.

Definition 14 [REGISTER FILES DIAGRAM]
The register files diagram of all the registers is a diagram
which determines the register files versus the cyclesteps.

This diagram is printed in the file with the name reg_files by
the function:

make register file table()- --
This diagram also contains the names of the values stored in the
register files. This diagram also tells you how many register
files you need to store all the values. An example of a register
file diagram is in figure 10.

REGISTER FILES

register

file: 1
file: 2

file: cycle
0123456789012345678901234567890123456789
W---WWW--------------X---RRRXXXR

WWW------------------XXXXXXRRR

register file: containing variabIe
file: 1 D 6 D 5 D_4 C_5 A_6 A_5 A_4 A_O
file: 2 D-J D-2 D_1 D_O C_7 C 6 A J A 2 A 1

Total_register_files: 2

Figure 10: the register files diagram.

In this diagram you can see that you only need two register files
to store the seventeen storage values of the input.
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8. ADDRESSING.

8.1 INTRODUCTION.

After the storage values are assigned to register files, the next
step is to address the registers of the files. The total amount
of registers is determined by the user of the program. The most
easy way is to make a list of all registers of a register file
sorted with increasing first write cycle. The register of the
list which has the lowest write cyclestep will be "one", the
first address in the register file. The register with the next
lowest write cyclestep will be two. This continues until all
registers of the list have a number, which indicates an address
in the file.

8.2 THE READ AND WRITE ADDRESSES OF THE FILES.

Definition 15 [W_AND_R_ADDR]
The w_and_r_addr diagram of a register file is a diagram which
determines for a register file his write and read addresses
versus the clockcycles.

The addresses of the registers of the files are determined by the
function:

address the values()- -
This function makes of every file a list of registers with
increasing write cyclestep. Then he searches for the register
with the lowest clockcycle and assigns to him the first address.
This continues till all registers of all files are addressed.

The write and read addresses diagram of all files is determined
by the function:

write_and_read_addresses()

This function prints the diagram in the file with name
"wand r addr".- --An example of a wand r addr diagram is in figure 11.
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The read and write addresses of the files.

filenr. : 1

clock write address read address
cycle variabIe variabIe

0 A 0 1
4 A 4 2
5 A 5 3
6 A 6 4
21 C 5 1 A 0 1
25 A 4 2
26 A 5 3
27 A 6 4
28 D 4 1 C 5 1
29 D 5 1 D 4 1
30 D 6 1 D 5 1
31 D 6 1

filenr. : 2

clock write address read address
cycle variabIe variabIe

1 A 1 1
2 A 2 2
3 A 3 3
22 C 6 1 A 1 1
23 C 7 2 A 2 2
24 D 0 3 A 3 3
25 D 1 3 D 0 3
26 D 2 3 D 1 3
27 D 3 3 D 2 3
28 D 3 3
29 C 6 1
30 C 7 2

Figure 11: the wand r addr diagram.
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9 STATE ENCODING.

9.1 INTRODUCTION.

The problem of state encoding is how to code all states in such
a way, that the hardware we need to generate this codes, is as
minimal as possible. The first step of state encoding is to
determine the state graph.

9.2 THE STATE GRAPH.

Definition 16 [STATE GRAPH]
Let Gm=(V,Est) be a state graph with V the set of nodes
corresponding to the set of states S. There is an edge e=[Si, Sj]
in the state graph between node vi and Vj if there is a
transition between state i and j.

Definition 17 [EDGE WEIGHT]
Let Gm=(V,Est) be a state graph and Si,Sj are elements of Est.
Then the edge weight of the state graph is:

Edgeweight (si,sj)=Nij

Where Nij is the amount of transitions between state i and state
j.
Before encoding the states we first have to determine the state
transitions with the highest edge weight. This is very important,
because a state trans i tion with a high edge weight must be
generated many times by the address generator. So if this
transition between the two states is very simpIe, the address
generator for this transition will also be simpIe.
As an example we have two states si and Sj and we assign to the
states the following codes:

state
si
Sj
Code

code
010
110

difference: 1

state
Si
Sj
Code

code
000
110

difference: 2

Figure 12: the code difference.

In the first state assignment there is a code difference of 1 and
in the second state assignment the difference is 2. In the second
you need more hardware for the transition si->sj than in the
first assignment.

So if we want to minimize the hardware we have, we take care that
the transitions with the highest weight, have a code difference
as low as possible.
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9.3 THE STATE GRAPH DIAGRAM.

The state graph with every node representing an address or a
state, is determined by the function:

This function works as followed:
First all the state transitions between the old state (old
address) and new state (new address) are determined by the
function:

determine old new states()- - -
This function determines the addresses that must be generated
every clockcycle. The addresses are translated into states, so
that the transitions of the addresses are translated into state
transitions. Now the old and new states are determined.
The next step is to determine the edge weight of all the state
transitions by the function:

weight of reg file states()- - - -
The weight between two states is 4 if there are 4 transitions
between the two states. This state graph is printed as a table
by the function state_graph_gm in a file with the name Gm_Graph.
An example of a state graph determined by the function is in
figure 13.

The state graph in a table form.

of register file: 1

The states
oldstate

o
o
1
2
3
4

of the write addresses:
newstate weight

1 2
2 1
o 2
3 1
4 1
o 1

The state
oldstate

o
o
1
2
3
4

of the read addresses:
newstate

1
2
o
3
4
1
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of register file: 2

The states
oldstate

o
1
2
3

of the write addresses:
newstate weight

1 2
2 2
3 2
o 2

The state
oldstate

o
1
2
2
3

of the read addresses:
newstate

1
2
o
3
1

weight
1
2
1
1
1

Figure 13: the state graph.

As you can see in figure 13 the state graph consists of every
register file his write and read states addresses. And also the
edge weight of every transition. In the state graph you can see
that the most important transition of register file 1 is the
transition of state "0"<--> state "I" because it has the highest
weight. If the code difference between these two states is
minimized than the hardware will also be minimized.

9.4 THE HAMMING DI5TANCE.

The most important part of all the state encoding is the hamming
distance.

Definition 18 [HAMMING DI5TANCE]
The hamming distance between binary codes is the total amount of
different bits between the two codes. As an example:

code 1: 010
code 2: 101

code 3: 111
code 4: 010

The hamming distance between code 1 and 2 is 3, and the hamming
distance between code 3 and 4 is 2 bits. When we assign the codes
to the states, we have to take care that the hamming distance of
the transitions with the highest weight, have a minimum hamming
distance.
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9.5 THE TOTAL STATES OF A FILE.

A code minimization function is the function:

t_codes_file()

This function determines the total number of states of a file and
also the minimal amount of codes we need to assign to the states.
This amount of codes is important for the hardware because if we
need 4 codes, we need a two bits hardware and if we need 5 codes,
we need three bits hardware. So the code minimization is very
important for the final design.

9.6 THE CODING OF THE STATES.

There are two things important at the code assignment to the
states which represents addresses in the register files:
- at first the total amount of states, because this determines

the amount of bits of the codes.
- the second is the hamming distance of the codes.

To solve this coding problem I made use of the following coding
graph.

Definition 19 [CODING GRAPH]
Let Gc=(V,E,Lv) be a directed coding graph with V a set of nodes
representing the states. There is a directed edge e=[Vi,Vj] in
the coding graph between node vi and Vj, if there is a transition
Vi->Vj. Let Lv be a set of code labels of every node V, then
there is a label L1=2 if state 1 has code number 2.

To code all the states I used the following algorithms.

Algorithm 3: coding all states()

Void coding_all_state()

(
files t=t register files()
for (all register_files)

{

}
}

This algorithm assigned the codes to the states of all register
files we need to store the values.
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Algorithm 4: coding_states_of_file

Void coding_states_of_file(register file)

{
states= t_codes_file(register file)/** The total amount of

codes we need are
determined **/

t_states=calloc_array (states,int)/** a list of all
states **/

code_nr_states=calloc_array (states,int)/** a list of the
codes labels
of every
state**/

Weight_of_reg_file_states (register file)/** the weights of
all
transitions
of the states
are
determined**/

ready= all_states_coded (register file)/** if ready is true
then all states
have a code **/

While (not ready)
{

determine the transition with the highest weighti
determine the old and newstate of this transition;
if (old or newstate isn't coded)

{
if (both states are not coded)

{
coding_old_and_new_state (oldstate, newstate);

)
if (the oldstate is coded and the newstate not)

{
coding_new_state (oldstate, newstate)

)
if ( the newstate is coded and the oldstate not)

{
coding_old_state (oldstate, newstate)

)
) /** both states are coded **/

) /** all states are coded **/
)

As you can see, the code assignment only depends on the weight
of the transition and the coding of one of the states.
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9.6.1. OLDSTATE AND NEWSTATE CODE ASSIGNMENT.

The situation that the old and the newstate are not coded, mostly
appears at the start of the code assignment. It is possible that
this situation appears more than ones. This situation is solved
by algorithm 5.

Void

{
if (code number 0 isn't used)

{ old_state_code=O; /** the oldstate gets
number 0 **/

}
else

{
look for a free code;
assign this code to the oldstate;

}
/** Now the oldstate is coded **/

Coding_new_state (old_state, new_state)

} /** the codes are assigned to the old and the new
state**/

This algorithm works as followed:
The algorithm first starts to search for a code for the old
state. If code number 0 is not used then the oldstate gets this
code number. If it is used the old state will get another free
code number. As a starting code I choose for 0 because: as you
can see in f igure 14 i t is easy to f ind codes which have a
hamming distance of one with code number 0, and 0 is the start
address of the memory •

old state code new state code next
000 --------> 001 ---------->
000 --------> 010 ---------->

new state
011
101
011
110

code

Figure 14: codes with a hamming distance of one.

After the oldstate is coded the function starts searching for a
code for the newstate.
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9.6.2. THE CODING OF THE NEWSTATE.

In the situation that the oldstate is coded and the newstate is
not coded, the choice for the newstate code is very important.
The newstate code is determined by algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6: coding_new_state()

Void coding_new_state (oldstate, newstate)

{
determine the code of the oldstate:
make a list of all the free codes:
for (all free codes)

{
hamming distance (free code, code oldstate)

/** the hamming distance between
the codes is determined**/

}
newstate code= free code with lowest hamming distance:

} /** the code of the newstate is determined **/

So this algorithm determines the free code with the minimum
hamming distance of the oldstate code. This free code is then
assigned to the newstate.

9.6.3 THE CODING OF THE OLDSTATE.

In the situation that the newstate is coded and the oldstate is
not coded there are two possibilities:

- the oldstate is not connected with another state than his
newstate:

- the oldstate is connected with another already coded state,
than his newstate.

So to determine the code of the oldstate 1 used algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7: coding_old_state()

Void coding_old_state (oldstate, newstate)

{
make a list of all states:
check if there are state transitions which have the state
"oldstate" as their destination:
if (there are such transitions)
{

}
else

{
coding_new_state (newstate, oldstate):

}
} /** the code of the oldstate is determined **/
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This algorithm determines if the oldstate is connected with other
coded states than his newstate. When there are other coded
states, the function has to take this into account so it starts
with another algorithm. If there is not such a state, the
oldstate code can be determined by algorithm 6, only now the old
and the new states are changed.

9.6.4. CODING THE OLDSTATE WITH A PREVIOUS STATE.

In the situation that you need a code for an old state, which is
connected with more than one coded state. You have to determine
a code for the oldstate which has a minimal hamming distance with
all his connected coded states. To solve this problem I used
algorithm 8.

Algorithm 8: coding_old_state_with-prev_state()

Void coding_old_state_with-prev_state (oldstate, newstate)

{
make a list of all statesi
make a list of all free codesi
determine all previous states of the oldstate which are
codedi
determine the code of the newstatei
for (all coded previous states)

{
determine the code of the previous statei
for (all free codes)

{
H1= hamming distance (prev code, free code) i
H2= hamming distance (free=code, new_code)i
total= H1+H2i
if (total < old total)

{
old total= totali
code= free_codei

}
} /** all free codes tested **/

} /** all previous states tested **/
oldstate code= codei /** oldstate gets the determined

code **/
}

This algorithm determines the code for the oldstate which is the
free code which has a minimal hamming distance with its previous
state and its newstate.

As an example see figure 15.

A:
B:

prev_code
010
010

new_code
001
001

free code
111
000

Figure 15: an example of the code assignment.
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In situation A :
- the hamming distance (prev_code,free_code)=2
- the hamming distance (free_code,new_code)=2

so the total distance is 4.
In situation B :

- the hamming distance (prev_code,free_code)=l
- the hamming distance (free_code,new_code)=l

now the total distance is 2
As you can see is situation B better, so the oldstate gets the
free_code of situation B.

9.7 THE STATE CODING TABLE.

After all states of the register files are coded, by the function
code_all_states (). It is possible to check if the code assignment
is correct done by a state coding tabIe. A state coding table is
a table which determines the states, which are the addresses of
the registers of the files, and the code which is assigned to
this state.
This state coding table is determined by the function:

state_coding_table()

This function prints all the states and their codes in a file
with the name: coding_states.

An example of the state coding table is in figure 16.

The coding of the states.

file number: 1
state code

o 010
1 110
2 000
3 001
4 100

file number: 2
state code

o 010
1 110
2 100
3 000

Figure 16: the state coding tabIe.

with this state coding table it is possible, to check if the
state encoding functions assign to the transitions, wi-çh the
highest weight, the codes with a minimal hamming distance.
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10. THE OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM.

The output of my program must have such a syntax that it can be
connected to the program PICO. This program generates an IC
layout of a description of a Finite state Machine. With this
program i t is possible to determine the total amount of gates and
cells you need for your final hardware design.

The program PICO is divided in the following subprograms:

- LOG_ESPRESSO, This program tries to optimize the
combinatorial logic;

- LOG_CONVERT, This program translate the esp-format to a
log-format;

- LOG_DECOM, This program is for the optimization of the
logic expressions;

- LOG_MAPPER, This program translates the expresssions into
standard gates;

- LOG_CRIT, This program determines the total amount of
celIs;

To connect my programs to PICO I designed a function which
translated the results of my programs to the input syntax of the
program "log_expresso".
The input syntax is generated by the function:

This function generates for every register file, what we need to
store the values, the write and read states codes, which have to
be generated by the address generators. For all write addresses
is a file generated with the name writefile, and for all read
addresses a file with the name readfile.
The outputfiles have the syntax of figurè 17.
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· inputvars 10 11 12 13 14 00 01 02

· outputvars NO N1 N2 UO U1 U2

· i 8

· o 6
• P 32
00000 110 010 110
00001 010 010
00010 010 010
00011 010 000 010
00100 000 001 000
00101 001 100 001
00110 100 010 100
00111 010 010
01000 010 010
01001 010 010
01010 010 010
01011 010 010
01100 010 010
01101 010 010
01110 010 010
01111 010 010
10000 010 010
10001 010 010
10010 010 010
10011 010 010
10100 010 110 010
10101 110 010 110
10110 010 010
10111 010 010
11000 010 010
11001 010 010
11010 010 010
11011 010 110 010
11100 110 110
11101 110 110
11110 110 110
11111 110 110 110
.e

Figure 17: the writefile of register file one.
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12. AN EXAMPLE

To check the program
40
VO 1 23
Vl. 3 17
V2 5 13
V3 7 16
V4 9 24
V5 11 15
V6 13 14
V7 15 18

RVRUN I used the input of figure 18.

Figure 18: the input of the example.

This input consists of 8 signals or variables which must be
stored in the memory. The lifetime interval of the storage value
which is determined by the program, is in figure 19.

storage value
V7
V6
V5
V4
V3
V2
V1
VO

lifetime interval
[15,18]
[13,14]
[11,15]
[ 9,24]
[ 7, 16]
[ 5,13]
[ 3,17]
[ 1,23]

V7
V6
V5
V4
V3
V2
V1
VO
Total

Figure 19: the lifetime interval of the example.

Then the lifetime diagram is determined which is in figure 20.

LIFETIME DIAGRAM
VAR CYCLE

012345678901234567890123456789
W--R

WR
W---R

W--------------RW--------RW-------RW-------------RW---------------------R
memory places are: 8

Figure 20: the lifetime diagram of the example.

The lifetime diagram also tells you the maximum of the memory
places you need to store the variables • As you can see this
example needs 8 memory places.
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The next step is the assignment of the variables to the
registers, the register allocation. Figure 21 is the memory
diagram after the register assignment.

MEMORY DIAGRAM

CYCLE
012345678901234567890123456789
W---------------------R

W-------------R
W-------XRW--R

W--------R
W--------------R

W---R

reg:O
reg:l
reg:2
reg:3
reg:4
reg:5
Total registers are: 6
The variables in the registers are:
reg:O VO
reg:l VI
reg: 2 V2 V6 V7
reg: 3 V3
reg: 4 V4
reg:5 V5

REGISTER

Figure 21: the memory diagram of the example.

The memory diagram also tells you how many registers you need to
store the values. In this case you need 6 registers, so 2 less
than before the register assignment. The registers are merged and
assigned to registerfiles. The registerfiles and their assigned
registers are in figure 22.

REGISTER FILES

REGISTER FILE:

file: 1

CYCLE
012345678901234567890123456789

W-W-W-W-W-W-XRXRRR----RR

REGISTERFILE: CONTAINING VARIABLE
file: 1 V7 V6 V5 V4 V3 V2 VI VO

Total register files: 1

Figure 22: the registerfiles of the example.

In this figure you can see that you just need one registerfile
to store the variables.
The write and read addresses of the file are determined and stand
in figure 23.
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THE READ AND WRITE ADDRESSES OF THE FILES.
FILEnr: 1

CLOCK WRITE ADDRESS READ ADDRESS
CYCLE VARIABLE VARIABLE

1 va 1
3 V1 2
5 V2 3
7 V3 4
9 V4 5
11 V5 6
13 V6 3 V2 3
14 V6 3
15 V7 3 V5 6
16 V3 4
17 V1 2
18 V7 3
23 va 1
24 V4 5

Figure 23: the w_and_r_addresses of the example.

After the addresses of the registers are determined, the states
of the addressgenerators are determined. The states graph in
figure 24 contains the states of the generators.

THE STATE GRAPH IN A TABLE FORM

OF REGISTERFILE: 1
THE WRITE-ADDRESSING

OLDSTATE NEWSTATE
a 1
a 2
a 3
a 4
a 5
a 6
1 a
2 a
3 a
4 a
5 a
6 a

STATES:
WEIGHT

1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
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THE READ-ADDRESSING STATES:
OLDSTATE NEWSTATE WEIGHT

0 1 1
0 3 1
1 5 1
2 3 1
3 0 1
3 6 1
4 2 1
5 0 1
6 4 1

Fiqure 24: the state graph of the example.

After the state encoding the state of the addressgenerators gets
the codes of fiqure 25.

THE CODING OF THE STATES

FILE NUMBER: 1
STATE CODE

o 010
1 110
2 000
3 011
4 111
5 001
6 100

Fiqure 25: the state codes of the example

The output of the program RVRUN which is a descriptions of the
write and read FSM are in figure 26 and 27.
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filenr: 1
WRITEADDRESSING:
eOND OS NS OUTP
.inputvars 10 11 12 13 14 00 01 02
.outputvars NO N1 N2 UO U1 U2
.i 8
.0 6
.p 25
00000 010 110 010
00001 110 010 110
00010 010 000 010
00011 000 010 000
00100 010 011 010
00101 011 010 011
00110 010 111 010
00111 111 010 111
01000 010 001 010
01001 001 010 001
01010 010 100 010
01011 100 010 100
01100 010 011 010
01101 011 010 011
01110 010 011 010
01111 011 010 011
10000 010 010
10001 010 010
10010 010 010
10011 010 010
10100 010 010
10101 010 010
10110 010 010
10111 010 010
11000 010 010
.e

Figure 26: the writeaddress codes
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filenr: 1
READ-ADDRESSING:
COND OS NS OUTP
.inputvars 10 11 12 13 14 00 Ol 02
.outputvars NO N1 N2 UO U1 U2
• i 8
.0 6
.p 25
00000 010 010
00001 010 010
00010 010 010
00011 010 010
00100 010 010
00101 010 010
00110 010 010
00111 010 010
01000 010 010
01001 010 010
01010 010 010
01011 010 010
01100 010 011 010
01101 011 011
01110 011 100 011
01111 100 111 100
10000 111 000 111
10001 000 011 000
10010 011 010 011
10011 010 010
10100 010 010
10101 010 010
10110 010 110 010
10111 110 001 110
11000 001 010 001
.e

Figure 27: the readaddress codes

The descriptions of the FSM' s determined by the program RVRUN are
used as the input of the logic synthesis program PICO. This
program determines the total amount of gates and transistors we
need to realize the FSM's in hardware. The output of PICO is in
figure 28.

write
read
total

addressgenerator
transistors

131
177
308

parts
gates

47
66

113

Figure 28: the amount of gates by using RVRUN

The same signals or variables are also used as the input of the
matchbox used at the NAT lab in Eindhoven. The amount of gates
we need to realize the design which is generated by matchbox is
in figure 29.
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writegenerator
readgenerator
total

gates
45
70

115

Figure 29: the amount of gates by using MATCHBOX

As you can see the hardware designed by RVRUN needs 2 gates less.
This means that the design for this simple problem solved by
RVRUN needs less hardware than the design of matchbox. When you
also take in account that the hardware designed by matchbox also
needs hardware to generate a reset signal, and hardware to
generate the next address control signal. The hardware designed
by RVRUN needs a memory access signal and a counter. The design
of RVRUN for this example is better than the design of matchbox.
All the small examples I tested had the same results: the design
of RVRUN needs less gates for its addressgenerators.
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13. CONCLUSIONS

To design a program for optimization of memorymodules for DSP
hardware, was at the beginning very difficult. This was caused
by the lack of literature of the specified subject DSP. After a
slow start I designed the program RVRUN. This program optimize
the hardware in the following steps:

- register allocation;
- register merging;
- state encoding.

For all the steps I have designed an algorithm. The algorithms
designed for the register allocation works as expected, the
amount of registers you need to store the signals are minimized.
The register merging algorithm also works as expected. The state
encoding was a difficult step. But finally the coding algorithms
also worked weIl.

For the small examples the idea to generate the address with a
FSM seems to be better for the optimization of memorymodules than
the old ideas. There wasn't time enough to compare the results
of RVRUN and MATCHBOX with examples of 1000 storage values or
more. This results could give a final conclusion about the idea
to make addressgenerators with a FSM.

Future work can be done in trying to create an algorithm which
makes it possible to take in account at every register
allocationstep, the output of the program PICO.
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APPENDIX A.

Name
RVRUN - optimization of MEMORY modules for DSP hardware.

Synopsis
RVRUN

Description
The program RVRUN determines the lifetime of the storage
signaIs. The input is determined from the file input_fa After
register allocation and register merging, the addresses in
the registerfiles are determined. After state encoding of the
addresses the addressgenerators are implemented with an FSM.
The output of the program is in such a syntax that it can be
connected with the program PICO.

The program command is:

RVRUN

There are no options.
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